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Daily Jobs 

Spend 15 minutes practising your spellings 

Spellings:  

Between now and the end of term, we would like you to select 10 words each day from 

the Year 3 and 4 curriculum appendix words.. Write them out in your spelling book or 

home learning book and then use each word in a sentence. 
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English 

 

 
Today we are going to read Chapter 13. 

In this chapter, Spittleworth and Flapoon’s evil characteristics are shown in 

their terrible plan to cover up the accidental murder of Major Beamish with the 

help of Roach. Each man is going to gain something by working together to stop 

the truth from coming out.  

Your Task: What do Spittleworth, Flapoon and Roach gain from the accidental 

murder of Major Beamish?  

Here is an example of what you could write for Spittleworth:  

Spittleworth likes being close to the king so that he can persuade him to do 

what he wants. If the truth about Beamish’s murder is revealed, it is likely that 

he would lose this position of power. 

Write a sentence that explains what Flapoon and Roach gain from covering up 

the murder of Major Beamish.  

 

Maths 

 

This week we are going to be using BBC Bitesize daily lessons to recap some of 

our previous learning on Data Handling and then to introduce line graphs.  

 

Introducing Line Graphs 

Today’s lesson will introduce line graphs, which we have not previously covered in 

maths. Click on the link below, read through, and watch the videos that show 

when we use line graphs and teach us how to read the information shown. Then 

complete activity 1 and 2. Use the answer sheet to mark your own work.  

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrdm8hv 
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Science 

Clink on the link below to a video. This video gives a very detailed explanation on 

how the ear works. Watch it to approximately 2minutes 30 seconds. This 

explains how sound travels into our ear and is converted in to an electrical signal 

which is sent to our brain.  
https://www.ted.com/talks/douglas_l_oliver_the_science_of_hearing/transcript?language=en#t-

149894 

 

Task: 

Using the scientific language for the parts of the ear, write a paragraph that 

explains how our ears work.  

 

Once you have completed the paragraph you may like to watch the rest of the 

video as it goes on to explain other interesting facts about our ear.  
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